
   

 

                       HOME PREPARATION 2 
 

Refugees 
 

 

1 Match the following expressions with their definitions: 
 

1 absurd (adj) ______      9 influx (n) ______  

2 adamant (adj) ______    10 legislation (n) ______  

3 armed conflict (n) ______    11 minority (n) ______  

4 assumption (n) ______    12 persecution (n) ______  

5 asylum (n) ______     13 status (n) ______  

6 backbone (n) ______                 14 swamped (adj)  ______          

7 ramped (adj) ______     15 well-founded (adj) ______  

8 detention centre (n) ______   

 
 

a - the arrival of a large number of people or things at the same time  

b - something that you accept as true without question or proof 

c - a law or set of laws suggested by a government and made official by a parliament 

d - impossible to persuade, or unwilling to change an opinion or decision  

e - If something swamps a person, system or place, they receive more of it than they can easily deal 
with  

f - an official position, especially in a social group  

g - based on facts 

h - from the verb persecute (v): to treat someone unfairly or cruelly over a long period of time because of 
their race, religion, or political beliefs or to annoy someone by refusing to leave them alone    

i - ridiculous or unreasonable 

j - an active disagreement between people with opposing opinions or principles where weapons are 
used in the disagreement 

k - a national or racial group living in a country or area which contains a larger group of people of a 
different race or nationality 

l - a place where people who have entered a country without the necessary documents can be kept for 
short periods of time 

m - the part of something that provides strength and support  

n - protection or safety, especially that given by a government to foreigners who have been forced to 
leave their own countries for political reasons 

o - not having enough space 



   

 

 
 
 

 
2. Read the article about Refugees and choose the correct answers for the questions. 
 
Find the article in Odpovedniky :  Mock test – Reading 1 
 
link: 
https://is.muni.cz/auth/el/1441/jaro2014/SC4BK_CJAJ/odp/Mock_test_Reading_1.qref 


